An Important Argentinian retail holding

Creation of a cybersecurity strategy & Secure EKS Microservices platform
Customer Challenge

An Argentinian retail holding needed to create a cybersecurity department from scratch, including their cybersecurity strategy that includes budget forecasting, migration plan, and co-living, migration to the cloud 100+ applications, and reduced team and skill. The customer required a multi-cloud solution using AWS products.

Solution

Globant helped to develop a cybersecurity strategy and posture with cloud technologies to migrate more than 100+ applications through AWS EKS Kubernetes, providing a service that is fast, innovative, and elastic. Due to the complexity of the project, we teamed up with AWS and, through our Cybersecurity team, implemented several security initiatives such as an endpoint solution, plus several cloud security modules, enforced security measures across business units, improved the PoS solution for PCI-DSS compliance, and automated user creation in ERP and retail platforms.
Results and Benefits

- Established a cybersecurity team and strategy
- Implementation of several cybersecurity initiatives & multi-cloud security. They have a steady growth of 100 stores.
- Migrated more than 100+ applications and have four work facilities.
About Globant

Having completed more than 500 cloud projects, Globant’s engineers have helped organizations design, build, migrate and support their workloads in AWS. We have been an Amazon Web Services partner since 2011, with proven expertise and capabilities on the platform.

For more information, visit www.globant.com
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